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in-law, count Henry of Champagne, was the go-between, and
he had already shown his goodwill to the Emperor when,
with other French nobles whose territories were adjacent to
the imperial, he had been present at the famous diet of
Besancon in 1157. With the Emperor he devised a cunning
scheme, designed doubtless to entrap Alexander. Louis was
to bring Alexander, Frederick to bring Victor to a meeting
on the frontier-bridge over the Saone at Saint-Jean-de-Losnc ;
and the count of Champagne pledged himself to transfer his
allegiance to the Emperor, if Louis failed to appear with
Alexander. He himself was only a pawn in the imperial
game, for his allegiance was of little account to Frederick,
who was wholly set on the much greater issue of establishing
Victor IV as the sole Pope. Louis, unaware of the count's
treachery, was eager for the meeting ; he had no intention of
disowning Alexander, but he was simple-minded enough to
believe that he could reconcile him with Frederick, and thus
win a diplomatic success over the English king. Alexander
knew better; he refused to fall into the trap, and remained
safely under the protection of Henry II. As the Pope did
not appear, Frederick withdrew from the meeting-pluee and
the scheme was abandoned.
This curious episode had fortunate consequences for the
French king. Alexander III had learnt that Louis could
not be ignored in his own kingdom, and realised too that his
own freedom of action was more secure under Louis' pro-
tection than under Henry's. So he left the domains of Henry
and took up his residence at Sens. There for two years he
reigned with no less authority than he could have wielded at
Rome. Louis appears almost as the humble servant of the
Pope. Yet his wishes had to be respected, for his goodwill
was necessary to the Pope ; in 1163 Alexander sent a u golden
rose " to him as the secular ruler who had done most to deserve
the favour of the Head of the Church. It was, indeed, almost
a privileged position in the Church that the French kin#
was obtaining.
This was an asset rather for the future.   Louts was himself The
too devout a son of the Church to take advantage of the pupal "f.
difficulties.    But another ecclesiastical crisis—the quarrel of wl *
Henry and Becket—provided him with an opportunity whieh
he was only too ready to use.   His piety, too, was shocked by
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